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Topics • Why do we need this work?

Questions

• What will the work look like and what will we get?

• How can you be involved?

Questions
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Why is this work needed?
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External:
• Prepare for, and adapt to, the changes that are taking place around us...many of which 

are challenging the viability of temples in the US

Internal:
• Create the future we want for ourselves

• Inform and align decision making, allocation of resources and activity prioritization

• Guide financial planning for FY22, FY23 and beyond
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We face a dual challenge

BIRTH 
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MARRY, 
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The start of family 
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NOTE: To date we have not quantitatively confirmed these hypotheses about membership flows or makeup 

OFF RAMP
Kids’ lifecycle 

events can 
prompt 

disengagement 
and lapse of 
membership

Over the foreseeable future, our vitality as an institution depends on our ability to simultaneously:
1. Grow our community among the Millennial and Gen Z cohorts
2. Maintain our community among Gen X and Boomer cohorts

Our source of growth Our source of volunteerism and funding
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71% of non-Orthodox Jews who married after 2000 
are married to a non-Jewish spouse [Pew] 

Jews of Color represent 12-15% of American 
Jewish population [JOC Study]

1 in 7 Jews (without children) between ages of 
22-40 are LGBTQ [Atlantic 57]

In the Boston-metro area, the percentage of Jews 
living in the suburbs shrank from 58% to 37% from 
2005 to 2015 [CJP]

Young families are not living in traditionally 
“Jewish” suburbs

They are diverse and 
dispersed
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27% say spirituality is very important and 32% say it is fairly important

Millennials are driving growth of yoga, meditation, mindfulness, 
astrology, Kabbalah, etc.

Even companies like SoulCycle serve a spiritual purpose

… But that doesn’t mean they 
aren’t spiritual

7

32% of Millennials identify as “Jews of no religion”  [Pew]

In a survey of young, self-identified Jews, only 19% said 
religion was very important in their lives [Atlantic 57]

They are turning away 
from organized, 
institutional religion …
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They have pride in their Judaism, 
but are apprehensive and feel guilty 
94% of Jews say they are proud to be Jewish [PEW]

“I do not feel I know enough about being Jewish” is second 
most cited reason for a sense of disconnection from Judaism 
[Atlantic 57] 

50% feel guilty about not spending more time [Atlantic 57]

Top two reasons you feel connected to a Jewish community: 
75% My Family, 48% Gathering with Jewish friends or a Jewish 
social circle [Atlantic 57]

80% say they enjoy participating in activities that tie back to my 
being Jewish

Their sense of Jewish 
connection is from human 
connection, culture and heritage 

They seek meaning and 
purpose in their lives and find it 
through social responsibility
And they believe Judaism can 
reflect this value system

“I see it as a value system, really about doing good for yourself 
and others, not so much about praying for this and that.” 
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Digital natives

Over busy

“Apple-level” consumer expectations

Like to engage in small groups

They are products of 21st 
century America
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New models: 
Alternative Spiritual Communities 
Independent rabbi-driven communities

Most non-denominational

Heavy emphasis on spirituality, music, and social justice

Some look like traditional synagogues; others are niche

Funded by a mix of dues, donations, fees and philanthropy

Most are multi-generational 

Few “shuls within a shul” work

Examples: Ikar, The Kitchen, Lab/Shul, Beloved Brooklyn, 
Kavana Cooperative, Mishkan, The Den, Riverway Project

Greater Boston has several alternative spiritual communities

10
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New models: 
Home-Based Judaism 
Jewish done in small-group, intimate home settings

Highly curated or franchised by centralized organization

Trained volunteers or rabbis doing outreach and programming

Creative, adaptable Jewish content

Relationships and food are central to the experience

Mix of formal and informal Jewish learning and ritual

Examples: Moishe House, BASE, One Table

Greater Boston has all three of the example programs

11
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New models: 
Jewish Learning 
Targeted Jewish learning 

On and offline offerings

Hebrew school alternative

Highly personalized

Solution driven – afterschool program, bar-mitzvah tutoring

Dynamic, relatable staff

Examples: Jewish Kids Group, PJ Library, Adventure Rabbi, 
Online Jewish Learning, Hebrew Helpers, Kesher

Greater Boston has PJ Library, Kesher and is the home of 
Online Jewish Learning

12
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New models: 
Immersive Experiences
Short term immersive experiences

Local cohorts create post-experience community

Some focused on self discovery

All include informal Jewish learning

Examples: Honeymoon Israel, Trybal, Family Camp

Greater Boston has all of these offerings

13
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Our Approach: Future-Back Strategic Planning
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DISCOVERY
Understanding of our 
context, challenges and 
constituent populations

VISION
An aspirational 
description of what we 
want to be in the future

STRATEGIC PLAN
Priorities and initiatives that 
will take us where we want to go

1

2
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NOW

LATER
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What Will We Get?
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AN AMBITIOUS GOAL FOR OUR FUTURE

VISION STATEMENT
A high-level clear, pithy, statement we can remember 
and refer to

ASPIRATIONAL OUTCOMES
Clear understanding and high-level articulation of:

● WHO Temple Isaiah serves and their needs
● WHAT Temple Isaiah offers to the people they 

serve
● WHEN offerings are available to the people 

Temple Isaiah serves
● WHERE people go to access the offerings 

Temple Isaiah provides
● HOW Temple Isaiah organizes and behaves 

to deliver offerings to people they serve

ACTIONABLE CHOICES
● A few (3 to 5) metrics that define success and 

can be regularly measured and tracked
● Clear decisions about what is within or 

outside the bounds of the organization

VISION (~20 YR)

WHAT WE DO, HOW WE DO IT

GOALS
Quantitative and qualitative goals that can be 
mapped to our “operations” so that they can 
be tracked and owned by individuals / 
departments / project teams

PRIORITIES & ACTIONS
Prioritized list of inputs and activities required 
in each area of the Temple in order to 
achieve the Vision & Mission

PLANS
Action plans and resource allocations to 
achieve the Priorities & Actions

STRATEGIC PLAN (3-5 YR)

WHY WE EXIST

Deepening Lives, Inspiring Purpose, 
Together

Everything we do we do in order to deepen 
lives and inspire purpose together. This will 
always be true no matter what form Temple 
Isaiah takes. The Vision we create for our 
future must fulfill the Sh’ma Statement and 
V’ahavta. 

SH’MA STATEMENT & 
V’AHAVTA

We have this We will create this next We will create this later 
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How Are We Going to Get There? Our Proposed Partner
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What Will the Work Look Like?
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How Can You Be Involved?
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DO THE WORK [If interested, let us know]
• Join the Working Group (conduct interviews, synthesize findings, facilitate sessions, craft 

deliverables)

HAVE YOUR VOICE HEARD [Watch for signups]
• Be an interviewee (Phase 1) - “intake form” going out soon; recommendations welcome
• Join a brainstorm group (Phase 2)
• Join a Vision discussion group (Phase 3)
• Survey (Maybe)

KEEP INFORMED [Participate in normal Temple comm’s and events]
• Updates at Board Meetings 
• Updates at Congregational Meetings
• Specific project updates

SPREAD THE WORD [please!]
• This meeting repeated: Tue 2/23 @ 7:30PM
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